
Individual Player(s) Report:  
Cercle Brugge v. Royal Antwerp (9/11/22) 

 
 

Team          #       First Name     Surname      Notes 

RAFC 1 Jean Butez 4 5 3 4 Consistently confident and 
good shot-stopping, 54% 
pass accuracy, not 
physically tested much

RAFC 55 Anthony Valencia 5 4 3 4 Great on the dribble, quick 
and able to get out of tight 
spaces effectively, physical 
strength- fallen off ball a 
few times

CBFC 10 Dino Hotic 4 4 3 4 Many incomplete passes, 
builds the attack well, 
prevalent on both side of 
the pitch

CBFC 24 Jean Marcelin 3 4 4 4 Great strength and power 
in the tackle, work on 
tracking, many passes out 
of the back went to the 
same side

RAFC 23 Toby Alderweireld 4 5 4 4 Won majority of duels, 
cleared the ball through, 
presence in box lead to goal

CBFC 9 Kevin Denkey 3 3 4 4 Target for CBFC when 
building out, good at 
holding up ball, not many 
chances and instances on 
ball

RAFC 4 Radja Nainggolan 4 4 4 3 Smart decisions on the ball, 
creates chances well, work 
rate not the best at times
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Player Rating Scale 
1. Poor 
2. Amateur (3rd/4th Division) 
3. Second Division Pro 
4. First Division Pro 
5. National Team Level 



Player  Additional Notes:  

RAFC 18 Vincent Janssen 3 4 4 4 Great at holding up the 
ball, lays off ball well, not 
super innovative on 
creating chances

Jean Butez Kept a clean sheet this game and dealt with each shot well, great at directing the 
defense verbally with defense operating well, there were times where he wasted 
possession when distributing, he thought that he had less time than he actually did

Dino Hotic Seemed to be Cercle’s best player, directed play on the field although the team 
struggled to get out of their half at times, good communicator and leader on the pitch, 
could be more progressive with his passing to move the team further up the pitch

Kevin 
Denkey

Could make more runs in behind defense to expand the field and move team further 
up the pitch, quiet with interplay between teammates, great pace and strength when 
taking on defenders

Anthony 
Valencia

Superb technical ability and great understanding of the players around him, moves 
into useful pockets of space to create chances, rarely loses the ball on the dribble

Toby 
Alderweirel
d

Commanding leadership on the day, organized defense to not allow many chances for 
the keeper to save, sloppy passes at times, smart to not dive into all challenges


